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I. SETTING THE AIMS, PRESENTING THE TOPIC

The main aim of my dissertation was to create a thematic, comprehensive writing of the connections between Dante Alighieri and music. Regarding the interdisciplinary aspect of the subject my research included music literature, music theory, literature theory, comparative literature, and medieval studies. I analyzed in details the components connected to music in the *Divine Comedy*. The analysis was published in three subsection corresponding to the structure of Dante’s writing. The results of above mentioned analysis, the correspondences and emphasized elements were communicated in separate subsections. I examined the relationships of musical components in the Divine Comedy and described the music theory background of Dante and his poem.

Like the music is presented in Dante’s writings, Dante’s words were presented in the next era’s music literature as an inspiration for musical works. Dante’s musical reception is such an expansive topic that it could be the target of many doctoral thesis.

In my work I gave a synthetic description of the musical reception of the medieval poet starting from his contemporary to nowadays and I demonstrated the musical-literal connection points through Franz Liszt’s exemplar. The bibliography already talked about the songs quoted in the Divine Comedy, so I did not describe this topic elaborately. I described the systematic arrangement of these musical quotations and observed the musical elements which are not sounding in the dramaturgy of Dante, but they still have a significant role in the analysis.
The base of this research is the examination of musical elements which can be found in the Divine Comedy. As the conclusion of the analysis the subsections of the chapter *The Symbolic sounds of Divine Comedy* were wrote. In the order of the research process the analysis came first, after that the exposition of the categorized theories. Since the Dante reception is very wide, I felt the necessity to begin my work with a resume of what the previous musicology and Dante study wrote about this topic before, and what are the innovative, new dates coming from my research. I determined Dante’s concept of music using his works *De Vulgari Eloquentia*, *Convivio*, *Divina Commedia*, comparing to the contemporary descriptions. I examined the troubadour poetry found in the *Sacro Poema* and the troubadour poetry of his era.

I included many new aspects and point of views in my analysis which were needed refinement or were completely missing even if they are significant in the topic, for example the relations of numbers and music in the analysis and the analysis of Dante-related concert program books of 1865.

I described Dante’s point of view about music comparing what he wrote about it in his works (*De Vulgari Eloquentia*, *Convivio*, *Divina Commedia*) to the contemporary Dante-reception’s opinion. I examined his texts in the madrigalist composers choral works and the next musical periods, especially in the one, in which his personality and works were important sources of inspiration. This area is the Romantic period in which many musical works were composed on Dante’s themes or inspired by his personality. In the “genius cult” of the Ottocento the personality of Dante was an extraordinary example for the romantic artists. I demonstrated this importance examining Liszt’s own books which have his handwriting and markings, his letters, diaries and Dante-related music pieces.

The research has an Italian-Hungarian comparative part where I examined the loss or stay of the musicality of the original text in different Hungarian translations. I stressed those parts where the translation of Babits is different from the original.
in the context of musicality and the translation of musical terms. I compared the Hungarian translations after the year 1900 of Antal Radó (1930), Ferenc Baranyi (2014) and Ádám Nádasdy (2016).

III. RESULTS OBTAINED

1. Dante and the music
The poet wrote about Music in his Convivio. He connected the science of Music to the Sky of Mars, because the main principle in both of them is the most beautiful relation. The sky of Mars is the middle sky from both sides, so it divides into two equal parts the distance between humana and sacra. It is the fifth sky counting from either sides, being the geometric mean of the structure of the sky. Dante knew well the religious and secular music practice of his times. To prove this statement, I communicated numerous data in my dissertation.

In the VIII. canto of Purgatory Dante describes the transition between two songs sung by the expiatory spirits in the valley. The expression ascoltar chiedea con mano indicates the directional movement of the precentor. In Dante’s time there were no conductors. The function of the conductor was practiced by the solo singer with his arm signs and gestures, as we can see it also in Dante’s example. The line render vano l’udire refers to the previous canticum, Salve Regina, while una de l’alme refers to the precentor of the next song, Te lucis ante. It’s interesting to observe that until this point the spirits were singing in unisono, and now this singing style is changed to the so called responsoric (solo-chorus corresponding) singing. Both of them were common in the Medieval liturgy. Dante gave such an exact description of these musical liturgies, that it proves the supposition, that he participated on these liturgies and new their structure and procession.

2. Symbolic meaning of the sounds
2.1. The question of udito
In the Divine Comedy the requisite of musical perception is understanding and seeing. Understanding the particularities of the transcendental scene. This is the meaning of the words of the eagle in the XIX. canto of Paradise:
Quali son le mie note a te, che non le 'ntendi. An other example is when Dante asks the help of Beatrice to understand the difference between the world of beyond senses and it’s reflection, the world of senses: chè io per me indarno a ciò contemplo. In this situation Dante could not see clearly his environment, and did not hear any music. In the canto XXXI. Dante extends the process of understanding-seeing-hearing. He adds the writing, the perpetuation of his experiences.

2.2. Medieval mystics and the music
In the medieval system of codes music had a transmitting role between God and people, transcendent and humana. The function of mystic teachings is very close to this theory. It’s role is to pass the individual soul to God, who according to Dante’s description stays on the top of creation in the immobile sky over the orbits of the moving skies of the planets. The Divine Comedy has more reading. In the second tractate of the Convivio Dante talks about these readings, guiding his readers to a better understanding of his works. He describes the following four categories: literal, allegorical, moral and anagogical/mystical In the end of his journey, Dante is accompanied by St. Bernard of Clairvaux, the medieval mystical theologian.

2.3. Gothic structure of sounds
The sounding songs in the Paradise are all belong to the categories of musica sacra and vocal music. In the grandiose moments of the Sacro Poema Dante can hear these sounds, and he describes them in such a way that also the cultured readers can hear them. These important moments are the gate of paradise, the change of skies, when the poet get to the understanding of a train of thought etc. Besides these direct musical emphasised thoughts the Paradise got a hidden musical structure. This structure is consisted by the sounding music in the function of time. The first two sounding songs are similar to the last two ones, creating a musical frame of the cantica. The sounding songs in the Paradise are Ave maria, Hozsanna, Dio laudamo (Te Deum), Sanctus, Sperent in Te, Regina coeli, Miserere mei. The song Miserere mei is not part of the musical structure of the cantica because it was sung by solo, not by the whole choir meanwhile in the choir they were singing Ave Maria.

2.4. Musical instruments in the Divine Comedy
A wide range of musical instruments can be found in the Divine Comedy. These musical instruments can be presented in a complete way as sounding musical instruments, for example the signal musical instruments of *Inferno*, and the organ which accompanied the angelic choir in the *Paradise*. Besides this, the poet used many times musical instruments in comparisons and metaphors, for example the drum as a stomach and the *leuto* as the whole body in the XXX. canto of *Inferno*. In my work I collected all the musical instruments which can be found in the *Inferno*, *Purgatory* and *Paradise* of Dante, demonstrating how did they look like in the Duecento-Trecento, and what was their role in those societies.

**2.5. Troubadours in the Divine Comedy**

This subsection is discussing the troubadours who can be found in Dante’s main work. The Dante bibliography connected to this theme always talks about Sordello and Casella but besides them there are three other important singers. They are Bertran de Born, Arnaut Daniel and Folquet de Marseille. My main target was to present all the troubadours in a historical point of view, and to demonstrate what was their original identity, and what were the characteristics which Dante added to them. The contemporary poets had a slightly different opinion about these personalities than Dante, who stressed some particularities which weren’t important to other poets. I described these differences and sameness.

**2.6. System of musical symbols in the Middle Ages**

The Middle Ages had a particular system of cultural codes which was present in the science, arts and even in the daily life. The base of this system was the ontotheological thinking and antic Greek philosophy. The *musica sacra* had a special role in this system of codes because in the general thinking the idea of transcendency connected to music was accepted and common. They thought that music could make people understand a higher and hidden meaning. It was an implement of communication between transcendent and *humana*, and in this way the music meant the manifestation of transcendency in the earth. The composers were attentive that in their compositions the music had to represent theology. It can be observed in a perfect way on the mensural notations rhytmical system, and on it’s division of time. They distinguished between ternary and binary tempus and *prolatio*. They called
tempus perfect and prolatio perfect the ternary divisions referring to the Blessed Trinity, and they named tempus imperfect and prolatio imperfect the binary divisions.

3. Musicality in the three canticas
Categorizing the acoustic elements of the Divine Comedy, a hypothesis occurred saying that musicality is presented in all three canticas. This hypothesis got proved in the analyzing chapters of my dissertation. All three kind of musical material which are sounding in the canticas have a heterogeneous nature. The margins of the musical material are corresponding to the margins of the places of the Sacro Poema. The musical elements in the Inferno are presented as anti-musica, or better to say it is an atonal, chaotic musical material in which the classical harmony is missing. There are nominations of musical instruments in this chapter but they are irrelevant in the process of dissection of the sounding system. In the Purgatory there are songs with simple structure. They are monodic or homophone, not depending on the performers number or personality. The musical material in the Paradise is much more complicated. The sounding music is corresponding to the numerology in the place of sounding music in the cantica, and also in the placement of the sounding songs in the single cantos. There are more allusions of polyphony and the punctus contra punctum (point against point) composing practice (For example: Par. VI. 124-126, Par. VIII. 16-18).

4. The music theory of Dante’s times
I examined where and how did sound the music quoted by Dante during his time, giving an opportunity to the readers to invoke the contemporary sounding. Writings of music theory from Dante’s time are very rare to find. The earliest writing of music theory which contains the Trecento’s music is the Tractatus de Musica of Hieronymus de Moravia, which copied issue can be found in the Sorbonne. Moravia was a cherubic theetric, Dante’s contemporary. The poet completed his primary education at the cherubic and Franciscan schools, and he most probably was familiar with Moravia’s teachings. The work of Walter Odington stresses the mathematical aspect of music, but he writes only
a few complementary thoughts of it’s practical use. The most comprehensive work on the theme is *Speculum Musicae* of Jakob of Liège. The book’s edition of 1955-1973 occupied eight volumes, and it was written in his late years in Paris after 1330. This book was made in the margin of two periods, Ars Antiqua and Ars Nova, and it talks about music in an encyclopedic way. By the lifetime of Dante the use of organ in the daily liturgical music practice was common. The harmonies of early polyphony were generally known, in the secular music the troubadour lira flourished. They used the “abc” naming for the music notes to place them in the stave, the nomination of solmization (ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la) helped the intonation of semitones and tones. They were thinking in hexachords. There were three prime notes to build hexachord on it. According to this, they had *hexachordum naturalis* (based on C), *hexachordum molle* (based on F) and *hexachordum durum* (based on G).

5. **Dante’s musical reception**

5.1. **Early years**

There are dates about Dante’s musician friends, like Casella, singing his verses. The poet asked his friend, who died short time before their meeting, to sing his verse *Amor, che ne la mente mi ragiona*. After Dante’s death his words almost disappeared from the music literature, and they appear again around 1570. Francesco Petrarca and Giovanni Boccaccio were the main figures of the Italian literature after Dante. They were part of the Proto-renaissance literature of the three periods of Humanism and Renaissance. This period was present in the literature, but not in the music. In the Italian humanism the *volgare* language was already in the common cultivated use. Many liturgical texts were written in this period in *volgare*: laudas, prayers, stories of the scriptures. The poets of renaissance humanism are “rediscovered” the antic classical Latin language. They started to use the language of Vergilius, Horatius, Catullus and Ovidius. They made new translations of the antic Greek and Latin poets and writers works. The Middle Age received the indicative “dark” and the artists changed the previous global point of view to a human centric point of view. The target of their works changed from the world after life to this world during the human life. The
poets wrote about humans, society, political life in a more realistic way instead of examining it’s mysterious nature. The first significant setting to music of Dante’s text was *Quivi sospiri, pianti, ed alti guai*, composed by Luzzasco Luzzaschi (1545-1607) in 1576. In the next five years they wrote six madrigal to the same lines, and Dante’s other works also get into the texts of madrigalists. In the Baroque and Classical periods the settings of Dante’s texts to music are decreased. In these periods the focus was on the rules of classical harmony and musical forms (like sonata-form) and the poet’s texts went to the background. The *Divine Comedy* became very popular after these periods, in the Romantic era, mainly as a theme of operas and program musics. I present Dante’s popularity in the Romantic music through Liszt’s example in the next chapter.

5.2. Ferenc Liszt and the Divine Comedy

Liszt red the *Divine Comedy* for the first time in the companion of countess Marie d’Agoult. Lina Ramann, Liszt’s contemporary biographer described this period as a felicitous, cloudless period, but from Liszt’s diary and letters it is known that the couple had many problems in that time. Liszt cited Dante’s *Inferno* in one of his diary notes in 1838. comparing himself to Dante’s wolf having a lean body full of miseries. Liszt was a passionate reader. In his own books there are signs with red, blue and lead pencil, marginal notes, and highlights. He questioned many times the author’s ideas. In his marginal notes he states opposite opinion of the author, or marked those thoughts which were important for him. Most probably he red the *Divine Comedy* in French for the first time but in his library there is a honorary edition of Dante’s poem which he received from the Società Orchestrale Romana on 6 december 1881. in Rome after the opening concert of the Sala Dante where the orchestra played his *Dante Symphony*. There is an other important edition in Dante’s library. Persichetti *Dizionario di pensieri e sentenze d’autori antichi e moderni d’ogni nazione*, a book which collects citations from different literary works. In this work Liszt marked more Dante-citation.

5.3. Terzinas in the music of Romanticism

Liszt wrote two significant compositions inspired by Dante’s main work. These are the *Dante Sonata* and Dante Symphony. The original title of the works are *Après une lecture du Dante, Fantasia quasi Sonata* and *Eine Symphonie zu*
Dantes Divina Commedia. The sonata presents the mood of Dante’s work while the symphony presents the Divine Comedy in a direct way. The initial theme of the Dante Sonata is a descending tritonus scale. The tritonus is known as the interval of devil since the beginning of polyphony. It’s not just a symbol of devil, but a direct manifestation in music according the medieval thinking. They called it diabulus in musica and all the composers tried avoid it’s use in their music during the tonal music periods. The Dante Symphony belongs to the category of program music. Liszt wrote Dante’s lines in the music score also for the musical instruments which aren’t able to pronounce vocal music or syllable but using the rhythm and music articulation they could express each word.
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